
EMPOWERMENT
THROUGH YOUTH
COACHING:
TRANSFORMATIVE
JOURNEYS FOR A
BRIGHTER FUTURE
Unlock the full potential of your interns with
our proven Youth Coaching Program. With  
years of dedicated experience and
credentialed Youth Coaches in the niche
market, we have holistically Coached and
healed thousands of young individuals,
fostering remarkable improvements in
performance, motivation, and self-
confidence. In the backdrop of South Africa's
challenging landscape, our impactful work
extends beyond individual development,
leaving an indelible mark on communities
and society at large.

YOUTH COACHING 
SIVUKA YOUTH

www.sivukayouth.com

http://www.sivukayouth.com/


We understand that the success of your interns is paramount, not
only for their personal growth but also for the positive ripple effect
they can create within your organization and the broader
community.

Our approach is backed by extensive research, including a recent
study conducted by Public Personel Management , affirming the
tangible benefits of our youth coaching interventions. 

PROVEN EXPERTISE OF
NURTURING POTENTIAL IN A
CHALLENGING LANDSCAPE
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Source: Professional Coaching as a transfer of training tool: Effects on Productivity. Winter, 1997

“These sessions have
been an eye opener. The

impact my coach has
made in my life will

forever be appreciated.
She is a gem!” 

- Lindiwe Padosa

The results speak volumes:
increased productivity,

heightened motivation, and a
notable boost in self-

confidence among
participants compared to

traditional Training are  just
some of the reasons why

Coaching is far more effective
than Training alone. Sivuka

Youth has Coached
thousands of young people

entering this particularly
challenging part of life with

transformative results.



At the core of our Youth Coaching program is a heart-
centered approach that goes beyond traditional Coaching

methods. We recognize the vulnerability and excitement
that young individuals experience as they enter the

professional world. Our coaching philosophy is grounded in
creating a safe and nurturing environment, where each

participant is seen, heard, and valued. We understand that
personal growth flourishes in an atmosphere of trust and

empathy. Through heart-centered Youth Coaching, we
establish a connection that transcends the professional

realm, allowing young minds to explore, express, and
evolve. This approach not only fosters self-discovery but

also ensures that the journey into the workplace is one
guided by support, compassion, and a genuine

commitment to the holistic well-being of each individual.

HEART-CENTERED COACHING:
CREATING SAFE SPACES FOR YOUNG

PROFESSIONALS
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Source: Professional Areas  of Coaching. Sivuka Youth Youth Coaching Data of Learners and Interns Coached
between 2021 - 2023 



We understand that the success of your interns is
paramount, not only for their personal growth but also for
the positive ripple effect they can create within your
organization and the broader community.

TANGIBLE OUTCOMES: WHAT OUR
YOUTH COACHING PROGRAM ACHIEVES
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“This experience has 
been life changing!” 
- Maphogole Makakase



“The best way to describe my experience is a breath of fresh
air. I found a way to breathe and offload what I have been

feeling and found a place of safety. My coach was absolutely
fantastic and brought a sense of warmth and genuine care in

each session.” 
- Anonymous 

By investing in our Youth Coaching program,
you're not just fostering individual talent;
you're contributing to a more empowered,

resilient, and impactful generation. 

Join us in shaping the future leaders of
tomorrow—leaders who not only thrive

within your organization but also make a
lasting difference in society. 

 Together, let's redefine the narrative for
South Africa's youth and build a brighter,

more promising future.

#SIVUKAMAGIC #TOGETHERWERISE
www.sivukayouth.com

http://www.sivukayouth.com/



